
2013-9-05 Meeting Memo 
Time：2013-09-05 Tuesday 

Location：Room 571, Chemistry Building 
Moderator：Tina Zhang 

Recorder：Kaiyuan Ni 
Stella Guo and Shengquan Zeng are absent with leave 

Tina Zhang: 
A good news is we can use fluorescence microplate reader at Xiang’an Campus but the apparatus 
is different with what we use before. So we need someone to stay there to learn how to use the 
apparatus and stay on doing experiments. 
We don’t have to do SDS-PAGE using AHL immediately ,for AHL we store is expired a year and 
AHL we bought yesterday will arrive in next Wednesday.  
Zhaopeng Cheng should continue to transform sfGFP and this is one of our the last straw to clutch 
at. There’s no time for us to reconstruct the gene circuit and there’s still lots of problems in 
SDS-PAGE. Maybe the key point is marker but the probability that the marker is wrong is only 
one thousandth. 
Many phenomena indicate our circuits works but there might be some factors hinder the 
oscillation. Comparing the literature and our circuits, we find that in our work the degrading tag is 
LVA while in the literature is LAA. LAA is a fast degrading tag while LVA is general so GFP 
won’t degrade in time. It’s possible that although AiiA works but we can’t observe the oscillation 
because the green fluorescence from residual GFP which should have been degraded. In a word, 
we should continue to do microfluidic experiment until we have to give up and take defeat. 
Xixi: Once I forget to add antibiotics into LB broth so every box is full of bacteria. At that time I 
observe the field of vision change from light to dark. So I guess the reason why our microfluidic 
results aren’t as expected is intensity of our bacteria is much lower than the threshold.。 
Task Arrangement：Kaiyuan Ni and Mengna Tan will still working on SDS-PAGE. Tina Zhang and 
Prof. I-Son Ng think the marker might be wrong in the low molecular weight domain. So 
SDS-PAGE we should use different markers to prove the validity of the marker we used. We 
should use AHL during culture to find if AHL can induce the start of our gene circuits.  
Because Stella Guo should prepare for her GRE so Xixi and Xiyu Wu will be in charge of 
microfluidic experiments.  
Fan Wu should focus more attention on designing of our wiki. 


